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SUMMARY'

Inspection on February 23-27, 1981

Areas Inspected.

This routine,. unannounced inspection- involved 46. inspector-hours onsite.
in the areas. of'licensee action on previous inspection findings (Units 1
and 2) and licensee identified- items (Units 1 and 2)..

Results

Of the- two areas inspected,, no violations: or deviations were- identified.
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DETAILS

1.. Persons: Contacted,

Licensee, Employees

*J.
*R
*T.

*L..

*SA..

*j.
*J.

*.-
T.-

E.. Wilkins,. Project Manager,. WBNP (Watts. Bar Nuclear Plant,)
W:.. Olson,.,Construction Engineer,, WBNP
R. Trail, Management Services Unit WBNP
J[.. Boney,. Welding.. Engineer Supervisor- WBNP
Weinbaum,, QC&R7Unit.Supervisor WBNP
J.,Johnson,, Mechanical Engineer-Supervisor- WBNP7
W.. Rogersý,, Quality Assurance-Supervisor WBNP
P. Knight,. Speciar Assignment Supervisor. WBNP
Johnson, Assistant Construction Engineer WBNP'
E. Treadway, Construction Supervisor' WBNP
McNair,. Mecahnical Services. Unit Supervisor WBNP
B.. Bucy,,, Assistant Construction Engineer WBNP

Other- Organi:zati•onsý

A., Hogarth,. Westinghouse Site Project Manager

NRC Resident.Inspector

J. McDonald.
T... Heatherly

*Attended exft interview

2. Exit. Interv.iew

The. inspection scope and findings. were summarized, on February 27',..
1981 with- those persons>indicated in Paragraph-1 above.

3.. Licensee. Action on Previous;.Inspect-ion Findings

(Closed) Infraction 50-.390/80-32-03 and 50-391/80-25-03, Failure:
to. Achieve:Implementation:of Corrective. Action,."Detail Weld Pro-
cedures, in Work- Areas.".. Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) letter' of
response-dated December 18,, 1980 has been reviewed and determined
acceptable by Region II.. The.i~nspector-performed'.surveillance: of
in- process. welding in the' Auxiili'ary Building, and Units 1, and 2.
Containments-. Welders- observed in these-area had been issued"
folders; containing- copies. of all Watts.. Bar wel'ding specifications.
The- inspector is, satisfied with the dispos~ition provided, and considers
this item closed..

(Closed) Infraction 507390/80'-14-01, Failure to Follow Qualified
Parameters of Welding Procedures. TVA-letter' of response dated,.
July 10, 1980 has been reviewed and determined acceptable by Region II.
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The inspector concluded,,.by observation of the welding procedures
in the work areas and by interviewing welders concerning compliance
to the welding-specification parameters', that TVA-WBNP has performed
the-necessary survey and follow-up action to- correct the deficient
condition--and: developed the-necessary corrective actions to preclude
recurrencesý.of similar-circumstances-. The corrective actions
identified.in.the letter'of- responseshave-been implemented.

(Closed.) Infraction 50-390/79-25-01 and.50-391/79-21-01,. Omitted
Liqui•dPenetrant Inspection and: Documentation of Alignment Beads.
TVA's -suppl-emental* response dated December 7,. 1979: has been'reviewed
and' determined -to be acceptable. by Region. II., NRC Report 50-390/
80-05•an 50ý-.39,1/80-04 da-ted March' 24,. 1980 expressed continuing
concern in this ;area.. The inspector held-discussions with cognizant
unit-superv.isors,, examined the corrective action as stated in the.
letter of'response, examined procedural' changes made-to process
specification-4.M'.2'.1(d), reviewed all nonconforming- condition'
reports; (NCRs) dated. since the latest NCR identified by Region IIT
and.,conducted' an, in plant-inspection to identify any additional
unauthorized..use:ofthe weld.bead:. technique.. The inspector is.
satisfied. that. the TVA-WBNP had performed the necessary survey and

.followup actions to identify this deficient condition and has
developed: the-necessary corrective actions to preclude recurrence
of similar circumstances.. This item is considered closed.

(Closed), Deficiency 50-390/80-19-01, Failure to Establish Measures
To Insure. That Penetrant Test Acceptance Criteria are: on Job Site.
TVA letter of response dated.January 23,, 1981, has;-been'reviewed and'
determined to be acceptable by Region' II.., The inspector held
discussions w.ith cognizant unit- supervisor' and examined the imple-
mentation•.of the corrective' action at the job sites. The inspector
concluded tha~t TVA-WBNP had' determined the full extent of the--
subject. noncomplianceý,, performed' the.- necessary-survey and follow-up
actions' to':correct, the• present:. conditions .and developed the necessary
corrective actions to precTude recurrence of simi'lar circumstances.
The-corrective action identified in the' letter of response have
been implemented.,

(Closed) Unresolved Item 50-391/81-02-02,-Concerns, on Radiographs-
for"Penetration-Welds.. The inspector reviewed all radiographic
(RT) film for field welds on Unit 2 containment, vessel penetrations
identified" as. MK-X-15,, 17, 20A, 20B, 21, 22, 24,. 30,' 32, 33,, 45,.
46, 81. and; 107.. Some. of the welds, had been alleged- to. have been
radiographed. using two penetrameters. back-to. back in order to
obtain an' acceptable: quality, level.. The inspector selected two
penetrations to be re-radiographed in the presence of the:inspector'
which had-been radiographed-initially by two.different radiographers
and-which represented" difficult radiographic techniques due. to
interferences. Radiographs, for'both penetrations. were suspected
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because the 2T hole and the outline of the penetrameter were
clearly defined.. Where as radiographs radiographed by the same
radiographers representing less. difficult radiography only exhibited
the required.4T hole..

In addition records accompanying theradiographs for-one penetration
incorrectly indicated that a technique had.been usedwhich would
have been' impossibl'e to. use.. The material thickness and weld
configuration was- the same for all penetrations regardless of their'
diameter'. The inspector had the: radiographer to shoot Z-radiographsý
on both. penetrations. using.the,,set,-up. initial.ly recorded on the RT
reports. Only the. exposure-time-wasa recalcu.lated due to the' diffe-
rence in the strength of the source. The radiographic. results.
obta-ined. Without the. benefit of a, technique- shot were within the
density range of the initial. radiographs. ýIn addition the 2T hole
on -the.penetrameter,-was- exhibited-with even greater clarity than on
the initial radiographs.., The inspector is. satisfied' with the dis-
position provided and considers. this item closed.

(Open) Infraction 390/80-05-02 and 391/80-04-02, "Socket Weld
Problems. Not. Properly Addressed." The. inspector reviewed the-
licenseea's corrective action to date-on this enforcement item. In
addition thel licensee's corrective'actionmfor infraction 390/80-32-
02 andr391/80-25-02,. Acceptance. of Undersize Socket Fillet Welds on
Reinspection"',. was reviewed. The• date-of full compliance for all
four items was'. reported as. before hot functional testing.. This
date. would' notý give' Region' II and:'acceptable amount. of time for re-
verification-of the-' licensee's'corrective action on Unit 1. The
Project Manager-advised all congnizant-.unit supervisors. that clearing
enforcement., items on= Unit. 1 should. be- handle; separate- and-have- a.
higher priority than'Unit 2 so that Region II would have adequate
time;.for" verification' of' corrective, action.. These items will be,
verified, on a-.subsequent inspection.

(Open) Infraction'390/80-32-02. and. 391/80-25-02, Acceptance of
Undersized Socket Fillet Wel.ds. on Reinspection.. Comments in the
preceding paragraph are applicable for this enforcement. item..

(Open) Unresolved. Item 50-390/81-02-02",. Concerns-on RC Piping to,
RV Outlet. Nozzle Weld.. This workers. concern dealt with an-indica-
tion: which Westinghouse .had: eval'uated as-an accepted. base-metal
defect'.. Westinghouse memorandum dated. September 22., 1977 stated
that a.shop weld' adjacent to the' TVA field weld #1-068D-WOO-01. .
had been evaluated as 3 to' 4 areas of intermittant slag which
Westinghouse- considered acceptable'to the ASME Code-. The inspector
reviewed- the radiographs in question'and observed where the Westing-
house:.examiner had marked 3.separate indications on one film.. The
inspector however-double viewed the area in question and obtained one
continuous:indication approximately 1 3/8 inch in length. A
single,-indication with this continuous length would: not. meet the
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weld. metal acceptance criteria,. The Project Manager for Westing-
house was shown Region-II concern. The Westinghouse Project Manager
Istated, that-Westinghouse would. request a Level 3. examiner be sent
to the2 site to further evaluate the indication-. The inspector
requested' that the examiner-note the. specific criteria used for-
acceptance or rejection,,.if a base.metal comparable film is used
for acceptance the. number of the. specific film and the maximum
allowab.le length for a: single indication should be noted on the-
report.. In addition..the: inspector requested thei licensee-'s& Pre-
service- and- Inservice: Unit. in, the. Division of Power to have. the
preservice ultrasonic. inspection reports for this weld available-
for review, i n a& subsequent NRC- inspection.

(Openm) Unresolved. Item-50-390/80-10-03, Unacceptable RT.Indication
in-RC'System Piping Weld-. Radiographs of-Weld. No. 1-068F-WO01-01
for Unit 1steam generator, safe.end. weld.showed a linear-indication
that appeared unacceptable.- Parallax, shots, were! made- which apparently-
showed-the-indication to be in the base metal adjacent to the
wel'd., This; indication. was believed to have been--located on theý
elbow side of'the weld. The.nuclear steam system supplier-,. Westing-
house.-ý reviewed the film and. accepted the condition,. The licensee.
has been requested to have the radiographs which were exposed. using
the. para-lTax technique' for- acceptance: available for NRC review.-
The' inspector- also requested- that the specific acceptance criteria.
be noted on. the report if it is- consi dered- a- base:, metal discontinuity.
Ihn-addition-.thel'icensee Preservice-and Inservice Inspection Unit.
was. requested.to have thepreserYice:inspection reports for this
weld available for review, in a subsequent NRC.inspection.

(Open-) Unresolved-Item 50-390/80-10-04, Concerns Regarding Feed
Water System Weld.. The3. licensee• had been requested- and. provided,
the. initial radiographs for Weld. No-. 1-003B-DO02-15. However the
worker's- concern dealt with supplemental radiography that was
performed to.substantiate2 a: discontinuity revealed during-p re-
service-,ultrasonic inspection of this. weld (Report. No. R-558). The
supplemental radiographs. ;were not in- the initial film-package-. The-
inspector reviewed the-preservice- ultrasonic. report which concluded
that. the preservice discontinuity was- I.D. geometry. The radiographs-
in- the. initial film- package-, did, not support, this position.. The
Preservice- and'. Inservice,- Inspection Unit- of the. Office' of Power-was-
requested. to- provide- thevsupplemental radiographs; or to demonstrate.
to, theý inspector' that this-., condition is in- fact. I.D. geometry..
This: item will be.- inspected, on a7 subsequent- Inspection..

(Open) Unresolved• Item5 50-390/80-10-O1 and:50-391/80-07-01, Assurance
that Nonconforming Conditions. Identified. at. Other TVA Site are.
Corrected at Watts-1 Bar.. These items dealt with the Preservice-
Inspection/Inserv-iceUnit of the.. Office .of' Power providing- assurance
that.nonconforming conditions identified at-other TVA sites-are
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satisfactorily addressed in the Watts Bar Preservice Baseline-
Inspection and. Inservice- Inspection Program.,. The.. licensee was not
prepared to. provide this assurance- for Watts Bar at this time-.
This item will be. inspected., on a-subsequent inspection.

(Open), Unresolved Itemý 50-390/80-10-02. and& 50-391/80,07-02',
Incons•istency Noted. in Ultrasonic. Testing Procedures: for Calib-
ration, Block Reflectors. The. licensee was• not prepared. to address
reso.lution- of' this item at thisý timeý. This- item- will be- inspected'
on: a subsequent: inspection.

(Open) Unresolved. I.tem. 50-391/80-ý10-01,. Incomplete: Documentation
for Notification of a'.: Reportable: Weld Metal Indication., The licensee
was. not: prepared to' address resolution of this item at this time:.
This. item will be. inspected-on- a subsequent: inspection.,

4. Unresolved I'tems

Unresolved- items-. were• not identified during this inspection..

5. Licensee. Identified. Item, (50.55(e:))

(Closed)l Item Nos., 50-390/79-33-02. and. 50-391/79-28-02, Refueling
Water Storage- Tank Overflow. Line not- Fabrilcated to' ASME.Codeý. TVA-
WBNP letter-dated October 2, 1980 has been reviewed and determined
to- b- acceptable, by, Region. I1., The- inspector held. discussions. with
cognizant unit supervisor and. examined. radiographs- of the corrective
actionsý, as; stated in- the, letter of response.. The. inspector- con-
cluded-. that TVA-WBNP had determined the full extent of the subject:
noncompl~iance,. performed. the necessary survey and follow-up action
to correct. the' reported- condition' and. developed the necessary
corrective, action- to preclude recurrence- of similar circumstances.
The- correctiveý-actions identified. in the letter of response haveý
been' implemented..

(Open) Itemn Nos:., 50-390/80-06-04' and 50-391/80-05-04,. Liquid
Penetrant. or Magnetic Particle Inspection. not', Performed. in Qualifi-
cation- of Cold, Forming- Procedures. TVA-WBNP.letters dated April. 28,
1980, and, August 7,.• 1980. have- been- reviewed, and' determined to be
acceptable.. by Region II... The-- inspector held. discussions, with
cognizant, unit supervisorý ands examined corrective actions as stated,
in the letter of response. The- inspector concluded that the licensee
had, corrected- Cold- Forming: Procedure' WBNP-CF-101 through 105 as
stated. in the-letter of response.. However the- licensee: failed to
determined the fUll' extent of the subject noncompliance.. The
inspector, revi ewed:1 WBNP-CP-.106.: R-1, which had. al so. been .requal i fied.
the- inspector found that only- two' heats-of material were used in
this. procedure re-qualification rather than three. as required.
Hence- this matter remains open until the licensee has implemented
the' appropriate. corrective actions and full compliance has been
achieved.,
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(Open) Item Nos. 50-390/80-05-01 and. 50-391/80-04-01, Faulty
Fillet Welds._ TVA-WBNP letter of interim report dated February 6,
1981. stated;. ,The• reinspection of- fillet welds at Watts Bar is
approximately 70 percent complete'. Preliminary results indicate
that. approximately 9100 out- of approximately 35,600 fillet welds
which have- been reinspected. require additional weld metal.. This is
a' rejection rate-ý of, approximately 25 percent". The Project Manager
advised. a.ll cognizant- unit supervisors- in, the, exit meeting. that
Unit. 1. shouJld-, be handled. separate. and receive a higher priority
than. Unit 2. so that. Region II would have-adequate time for verifi-
cation-. of. the-ý licensee-' s- corrective. action prior to hot- functional.
testing, forý Unit4 1. TThis item w.ill be, inspected- as final reports
areý submitted.

6.. Newý Licensee' Identified' Items. (50.55(e))

(Open) Item. Nos., 50.-390/81-04'-01 and 50-391/81-04-01, Improper-
Weld. Attachment of Shear- Lugs. (NCR 2451R) TVA Reported This item- on-
October 30,, 1980. This report assigns the above, numbers. for record
purposes;.. . No' inspection- of' this, item, was. performed..

(Open) Item- Nos... 50-390/81-04-02 and 50-391/81-04-02, Fillet Weld
Misspecification.. This item was reported'.on December 10, 1980.
This: report ass~igns. the above. numbers for record purposes.. No
inspection- of; this item was performed..

(Open,).. Item-, Nos-.. 50-390/81-04034 and, 50-391/81-04-03',. Unacceptable
Weldsý on Duct Supports. in- the- Auxiliary Building- CNCR-2654R).. This
item was- report. by. TVA on December 1,.1 1980.. This report assigns.
the. above- numbers. for- record 'purposes.. No. inspection of this. item
was. performed.,

(Openm) I'tem- Nos-. 50-390/81-04-04, and.. 50-391/81-04-04,, Improper
Installation of- Bellows. Type Penetrations. (NCR-2742). TVA reported
this; item on November 19, 1980.. This report assigns the above
numbers. for record: purposes:.. No inspection of this- item was per--
formed.

(Open): Item Nos-.- 50-390/81-04-05, and 50-391/81-04-05', Full Pene-
tration. Welds. for- Pipe Supports (NCR-WBN-SWP-80071.. TVA reported
this' item-, on- October- 10, 1980. This- report assigns the. above,.
numbers for-record purposes'. No inspection of this item was- per-
formed.,

7'. Inspection, and Enforcement. Bulletins

(Closed) IE- Bulletin, No.- 78-12,. 12A and 12B, A Typical Weld Material
in- Reactor- Pressure, Vessel Welds.. NRC has reviewed the subject
documentation' submitted' by Westinghouse in response to IE Bulletin
78-la,. 12A and. 12B and has concluded that based on the information
submitted all weld.-material used in the Reactor Pressure' Vessels
for Watts Bar- Unis' 1. and2 met the applicable acceptance criteria.
No atypical weld material was found.


